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With the advancing by leaps and bounds of economy and science and 
technology, especially the industrial economy is transformed into knowledge 
economy, an important resource while making knowledge already develop for a long 
time as enterprises and the country progressively, and as the carrier of this kind of 
resource of knowledge - knowledge type staff, they have undoubtedly already 
become the main body of modern enterprise's manpower resources management, so 
inevitable they have become the key factor of the competition between enterprises 
too. The competition among enterprises has already been developed competition for 
talent by simple products competition, technological competition, management 
competition. Knowledge type staff are sources that an organization develops and 
innovates, it is the foundation of organizing sustainable development, it is a key 
source which makes up enterprise's competitive power. Staff can bring value of 
enterprises knowledge type, not merely depend on the knowledge capital had, the 
more important thing is to depend on whether it has a strong will, should turn the 
capital of knowledge into the innovative behavior, change into the social wealth that 
can be weighed. This text regard brilliant photoelectric company of jade as case 
come, encourage the issue to analyze the real example to knowledge staff, make an 
introduction to basic overview, especially human resources current situation of the 
company of the company at first, in addition to this company knowledge the 
intersection of staff and current situation of incentive mechanism '  The salary 
encourages system, material guarantee, welfare system, post promotional practice)  
Carry on detailed analysis, point out the problem that the company exists in 
incentive mechanism at present finally, the job substantially as ignoring the staff 
develops, encourages question of unitarity of the way, etc. to be outstanding. This 
text offers the suggestion of improving to the brilliant photoelectric company's 
knowledge type incentive systems of staff of jade, the need to accord with the 













development comes to establish the design principle of the knowledge type incentive 
systems of staff of this company, propose encouraging in the remuneration clearly 
finally, working achievement encourage, meet different the intersection of staff and 
encouragement of demand and personal development encourage and the intersection 
of corporate culture and the intersection of person who encourage and five respect 
come, make knowledge type staff's incentive system of Company.  
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